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Dave Christopher (alias) used to run a second-hand computer shop, but has since 
closed his business and moved on to other employment, due to competition from big 
retailers killing his business. With the price of new computers coming down so much 
over the years, people could far more easily afford a new computer, so not many 
customers were bothering to buy second-hand computers anymore.

During the course of his business, I used to call in to see him regularly and on one of  
these visits,  he gave me his  old DVD Player.  He said  he'd  been having a  lot  of 
problems with it not opening the tray. Sometimes it would work and sometimes it 
would just fail to open without pressing the tray button multiple times and/or turning 
the unit off and on several times, before it would finally open the tray. They'd got sick 
of it and just bought a new DVD Player, so they were disposing of the old one.

Once I got the unit  home, I tried it  and it  would usually work after two or three 
presses, so I set it up for use. It got used periodically and gave various amounts of 
trouble in opening the tray, depending on what mood it was in (maybe the weather 
influenced it?). However, after a period of non-use, it decided that it would no longer 
open the tray at all, making it totally unusable.

I decided to dismantle it and find out what the problem was. With the lid off and the 
unit safely powered up, I connected my voltmeter to the tray motor terminals and I 
found that each time I pressed the tray button, that the correct voltage was present at 
the tray motor, but nothing else happened. 

So, I disconnected the unit from the power and tested the tray motor with my ohm 
meter  and found it  to be open circuit.  Banging the tray motor with the butt  of a 
screwdriver gave intermittent readings on the ohm meter, so this confirmed the need 
to replace the tray motor.

I'd previously wrecked a few dead computer CD drives, so I knew that they used a 
similar tray motor. I looked through my junk box, but I could not find a motor the 
same as the one that the DVD Player used. I still had several dead CD Drives on hand 
that I hadn't binned, so I started dismantling them and inspecting the tray motors. On 
the third attempt, I found an identical tray motor to the one used in the DVD Player, 
so I removed it from the dead CD Drive and proceeded to fit it in the DVD Player.

This was fairly straightforward, consisting of a couple of screws and soldering the 
two wires to the replacement motor. I then re-assembled the DVD Player and tested it 
and it worked correctly, so I put it back into use. A couple of years down the track 
and it's still working as well as ever.

This  scenario was quite  interesting and it  just  goes to  show that  often a dead or 
unusable piece of electronic equipment can be brought back to life by using parts 
donated by a totally different piece of electronic equipment. That's one less piece of 
electronic equipment going to land fill, which benefits the environment, as well as 
giving us a free DVD Player for a little bit of effort on my part.


